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I wear a necklace, cause
I wanna know
when I’m upside down.
-Mitch Hedberg

US Full Body
Transplant
Success!
By BIG O ~ DICTATOR v2.0

A US man who has received
a full body transplant is making a success. The man was
diagnosed with a terrible
rare illness that robbed him
of his entire body.
“It was literally disappearing before me. First my legs,
then my arms, and eventually
I was just a stump, and that
began to disappear.” Said
the patient
Beginning to fear for his life,
the patient sought a way to
reverse the illness. The doctors only hope was to transplant him into another body.
So far the surgery has been
a success. “Well, he’s made
a full recovery, and thought
we are sorry for his circumstances and.... complications
that have arisen, he doesn’t
seem too unhappy.
Yes, unfortunately, due to the
see BOOBS? on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously...like ohshitohshitohshitno.

The World of the Wild Snow Cow
By Steve Whittaker ~ Daily Bull

Throughout the Keweenaw Peninsula
the majestic snow cow is commonplace. Just
how these
creatures
have come
to populate
the peninsula is still
a myster y,
but new research has
shown signs
of explaining
the phenomenon. In this
ar ticle we
will explore
the world
of the snow
cow and try
to understand what
it is like to
live as one.

of un-nutritious snacks and beverages
and will usually have some form of enter tainment
that doesn’t
require much
physical effort on their
part. This can
range from
video games
to movies.

The average diet
will consist
mainly of unhealthy fried
foods, so das, Ho Hos,
Twinkies, and
Zebra cakes.
It has even
been known
in rare occasions for a
sn ow cow
The snow
to dine on
Hey there, buddy. Check out these hooves ;)
cow dwells in
nothing but
a habitat not too different from our own. It butter and mayonnaise. On a very
is commonplace for them to live in apart- rare occasion you may find one roamments, houses, or dorm rooms. Typically ing a salad bar. However it should
they will have on a hand a healthy supply be noted that the salad will likely be
see MOO on back

Just go home and get drunk.
You don’t want to be here anyway.

Who Likes Math Puzzles?!

Use the numbers 1 through 16 to complete the equations.
Each number is only used once.
Each row is a math equation. Work from left to right.
Each column is a math equation. Work from top to bottom.

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Real Food! Real Spices! Fresh Veggies!
Artisan Crusts! Tons of Toppings!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

The Super Bonus Steaming Pile Version 2.0 of AWESOME
Straight from You-Know-Where!

Things James Cameron Found at the Bottom of Challenger Deep - by Nathan “Invincible” Miller

Well, there went my Avatar money...I’ll need an even worse movie to
pay for my Mars expedition...

Jimmy Hoffa
Foreverest Alone
Tombstone
14 nuclear warheads
Ancient Alien spaceship
Mao statue
Gungan colony
Lindsey Lohan’s pride
Thumb drive of cat pictures
Defeated Decepticons
Keys to an aircraft carrier
“Under Pressure” vinyl by Queen
E.T. video game cartridges
Heap of old refrigerators and ov& Bowie
Lifetime supply of seawater
ens
Kilroy was here graffiti
Lost puzzle piece
Pumpin’ rave party
U.S. Congress wearing cement
Carmen Sandiego
Marijuana stash
shoes
Han Solo in carbonite
SHRIMP THE SIZE OF YOUR HEAD
Lucky pennies
Rejected Lady Gaga costumes
Donald Trump’s toupees
A single plankton.
Lost bottle of beer
North Korean hopes and dreams
Sea Monkeys
Davy Jones’ locker
Free-diving champion
Mayan calendar
Richard Branson with surprise
Every senior’s motivation
Nokia 3310
party
Aquaman latrine
Necronomicon
Secret porn collection
Stack of Empire State Buildings
Osama bin Laden

see BOOBS? on back

dire situation of the disease, the man’s brain was transplanted into the body of a woman.
“It was certainly interesting my first time in it. I looked under my sheet and was like HOLY TITS! But they certainly have
kept me entertained. My wife says she’s going to need some more time getting used to it, but I think she’ll warm up
in no time!” Said the patient.
The surgery was funded by the US Navy in hopes that the techniques used could be used to help keep super soldier
bodies on the front line. “If we can patch them up and let them go, that’d be best. Then we wont waste anyone!”
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Next year’s Carny theme? Anyone?
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heavily covered in some sort of Degree Theory. It is already know
dressing, ranch is a popular choice. that Snow Cows will occasionally
When it comes to mating, Snow migrate temporarily to this area, but
Cows have been able to develop it wasn’t until recently that we began
unique strategies. The popular to see why. Due to the nature of the
one is the use of large quantities local university and its overwhelming
of alcohol. Many snow cows, and population of mates with high monbulls for that matter, have resorted etary potential, snow cows have a
using quantities of alcohol ranging higher likelihood of attracting mate
from Jack Daniels to KBC beer. After with good credentials. The second
a threshold of alcohol has been theory is known as the Cow Genesis
consumed a snow cow may move Concept. It is built on the notion of
in for the kill using phrases like, “My snow bunny transformation. The
roommate has our room for the concept hypothesizes that upon
night and I have nowhere to go.” obtaining a mate many snow bunOr seductively saying, “I’m sorry but nies will lose interest in maintaining
I can’t help but staring at the holes their appearance. It is said that
in your pants.” (real quote) It is not the security of having a mate will
uncommon for Snow Cows to mi- cause the bunny to slowly transgrate from other areas where a Uni- form themselves into a snow cow.
versity is present, such as Marquette.
Scientists are still baffled by the ques- The world of the snow cow is a fastion of where Snow Cows originate, cinating one. Scientists will certainly
but recently thanks to new evidence keep studying these creatures to try
and theories we may be approach- and unlock their mysteries. Keep an
ing an answer. There are two schools eye out for next week when we look
of thought both explaining the mys- into the caverns of the Dormitories in
tery. The first is known as the MRS search of the elusive CS major.

